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$100,000+
Estate of Frederick M. R. Smith
Sb Cooper and R. L. Besson, Besson/Cooper Fund
Thomas R. Schiff

$50,000+
The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts
Deutsche Börse Photography Foundation
Elizabeth and William Katlane
Fondation d’entreprise Hermès
Jessica Nagle and Roland Harlan-Urihart
Jon Stryker and Slobadan Randjelović
Melissa and James O’Shaughnessy
Michael Hoeh

$25,000–$49,999
Anonymous
Anne Levy Fund
Anne Stark Locher and Kurt Locher
Cathy M. Kaplan
Elaine Goldman and John Benis
The Henry Luce Foundation
Kanaskia Foundation
Leonard and Judy Louder
The National Endowment for the Arts

New York State Council on the Arts
with the support of Governor
Andrew M. Cuomo and the
New York State Legislature
Nion McEvoy
Paris Photo
Peter Barbur and Tim Doody
Pier 24 Photography, San Francisco
The Pilara Foundation
Reba Judith Sandler Foundation
Uma Thurman

$10,000–$24,999
Anonymous
Allan Chapin and Anna Rachminov
Christie’s
David Moscow
David Solo
D. Steven Taylor and J. Scott Switzer
Grace Jones Richardson Trust
Great Bowery
Helen Nitkin
James McKinney
Jane Smith Turner Foundation
Ingram Content Group

Mario Sorrenti
Minneapolis Institute of Art
Miyong Lee and Neil Simpkins
New York City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with the City Council
Susan Gottfried
Taka Ishi Gallery
Tierney Family Foundation
VL Productions
Whit Williams
Willard Taylor and Virginia Davies

Joseph M. Cohen
Lori Parlow
M*GIC Group Media
Mala Alvarez
Marina and Andrew Lewin
Matthew Baxter
May and Samuel Rudin Family Foundation, Inc.
Oabayashi Foundation
Phase One US
Rhona Hoffman Gallery
Richard and Ronay Menschel
The Robert Mapplethorpe Foundation, Inc.
Sondra Gilman Gonzalez-Falla and Celso Gonzalez-Falla

$5,000–$9,999
Anonymous
Adam Brooks and Kerri Kwinter
Agnes Gund
Andrew Craven
Barbara and Donald Tober
Bernard I. Lumpkin and Carmine D. Boccuzzi
Darlene and Jeffrey Anderson
Darlene Kaplan and Steve Zuckerman
Ed Messikian, Fine Art Frameworks
Foto-Care Ltd.
Furthermore: a program of the J. M. Kaplan Fund
The Hyde and Watson Foundation

Julie R. Heyward
Kellie, John, Julia, and Nate Lehr
Lauren and Michael Marrus
Leslie Simitch
Lois and Julia Bradsky
Lori Grover
Loring and Diana Knoblauch
Lyne and Harold Honickman
Maier Currier
Mariette Pathlen
Mary Lou Zeitlin
Michelle Blayney
The Michael J. and Carla J. Kilbane Family Foundation
Noel Kinron
Paul G. Wolf
Peter Cohen
Peter C. Turco and Rosemarie Verderame
Philip and Shelley Fox Aarons
Philip K. Howard
Philippe Laumont
Raymond Learsy

Rebecca Michelman
Rita Anitine
Robert E. Holmes
Rossof & Co
Salon 94
Sarah Anne McNear
Sebastian Louis
Drs. Stephen and Marsha Silberstein
Stephen J. Symonds
Susanna Singer
Sylvia Hemingway
Taymour Grahe
Thomas Gage, The Gage Fund
Victoria Hansen and Julia Hansen
Victoria Schorsch
Vincent R. Castro
VS+Company
Wesla Hanson
William Glenn Street
William Talbott Hillman Foundation
W. M. Hunt
Yancey Richardson

$1,000–$4,999
Anonymous (5)
Alice Sachs Zimet
Alida and Christopher Latham
Ally and Aten LeeKong
Alvin D. Hall
Amanda and Glenn Fuhrman
Andrew Kahn
Anne Bass
Anthony E. Nicholas
Audrey Gruss
Barbara M. Goodbody
Barry H. Garfinkel
Bill Ruttenberg
Bill Statiulatis and Carolina Saez
Bonne Englebardt Lautenberg
Bradford Richardson
Casey and Lauren Weyand
Charles DeBevoise
Chloe Heins
Christian Gapp
Clare Richfield
The Consulate General of The Netherlands, New York

Dawoud Bey
Duane Hanson
Ellen and Richard Sandor
Emily Bierman, Sotheby’s
FACE Foundation
Gideon Basker
Harriette Silverberg Natkins and Stanley Natkins
Herb and Miriam Stein
Herbert Kasper and Linda Lindenberg
The Herb Ritts Foundation
Howard Greenberg
Ivan
Inger Elliott
Institut Français
Jeff Guttenman
Jim Chevernak
Jimmy Moffat
Joe Baio and Anne Griffin
John C. Williams
John Harrison
John Rallia
Josef Vascovitz and Lisa Goodman
Joyce and Gregory S. Hurst
Julie R. Heyward
Kellie, John, Julia, and Nate Lehr
Lauren and Michael Marrus
Leslie Simitch
Lois and Julia Bradsky
Lori Grover
Loring and Diana Knoblauch
Lyne and Harold Honickman
Maier Currier
Mariette Pathlen
Mary Lou Zeitlin
Michelle Blayney
The Michael J. and Carla J. Kilbane Family Foundation
Noel Kinron
Paul G. Wolf
Peter Cohen
Peter C. Turco and Rosemarie Verderame
Philip and Shelley Fox Aarons
Philip K. Howard
Philippe Laumont
Raymond Learsy

Rebecca Michelman
Rita Anitine
Robert E. Holmes
Rossof & Co
Salon 94
Sarah Anne McNear
Sebastian Louis
Drs. Stephen and Marsha Silberstein
Stephen J. Symonds
Susanna Singer
Sylvia Hemingway
Taymour Grahe
Thomas Gage, The Gage Fund
Victoria Hansen and Julia Hansen
Victoria Schorsch
Vincent R. Castro
VS+Company
Wesla Hanson
William Glenn Street
William Talbott Hillman Foundation
W. M. Hunt
Yancey Richardson

Board of Trustees
Chair: Cathy M. Kaplan
Vice Chair: Willard B. Taylor, Esq.
Secretary: Anne Stark Locher
Treasurer: Michael Hoeh
Executive Director: Chris Boot (ex officio)
Allan M. Chapin
Annette Y. Friedland
David Solo
Dawoud Bey
D. Steven Taylor
Elaine Goldman
Elizabeth Ann Kahane
Helen Nitkin
Hemant Kanakia
Jessica Nagle
Joel Meyerowitz
Melissa O’Shaughnessy
Nion McEvoy
Peter Barbur
Sarah Ann McNear
Sarah Gore Reeves
Stuart B. Cooper
Susana Torruella Leval
Thomas R. Schiff

Trustees Emeriti
Antonia Paepcke DuBrul
Barry H. Garfinkel, Esq.
Celso Gonzalez-Falla
Mark B. Levine

Trustees In Memoriam
Frederick M. R. Smith
John H. Gufterund

Founders
Ansel Adams
Barbara Morgan
Beamont Newhall
Dorothy Lange
Minor White
Nancy Newhall

Listings include donations from January 2017 to December 2017.
Italics indicate Paul Strand
Circle Members

ftd
Diploma Fund of the Arts
National Endowment for the Arts
New York City Department of Cultural Affairs
The Andy Warhol Foundation
for the Visual Arts
Anne Levy Fund
Council on the Arts
The Herb Ritts Foundation
The Hyde and Watson Foundation
Victory Cathedral
William Glenn Street
William Talbott Hillman Foundation
W. M. Hunt
Yancey Richardson
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